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The relationship of eye movements while watching television, reading
4

ability cognitive stylei and mode of presentation was studied: Eighty-

.

fiVe third grade children were classified as good or poor. readers

(Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test) . Cogoltive style was measured by the

Children's Embedded Figures whiCh classified subjects as field de=
L

-pendent- or indepeident. A Polymetric.-EYe Movement:recorder was`asused

to measure attention:as children' viewed seven-static and .seven-dynamic
;.

aegments'frOm The Electric Company. The results indicated that the

.
. -

effecta 'of these factors Varied from.segment to segment;dithoUgh aev-

eral overall effectS-achieved-significance.. Was-concluded that..

:eye.movement:Iresearch is' a usefultool for assessing. individUal

differences across instructional modes.



Eye Movement Research and the Interactic,:l

Chi14-related. CharacteListica

Lois J. Barbn--

(Gagne, 1970; Salomon and Snow, 19-68;Snow and

Salomon, 1968; Salomon-, 1972) has strer.ised'the importance, -of the,

three-,Way interaction between the medium, the individual learner,

'and the :Learning task. This study exemplifies what Salomon and

(1977) have called.a.':fusion" of what had Previously been ,

examined through linear investigations of main effects. The re-

search performed, here can be described in terms of.thedefinition

C.
regcarch'a.s the investigation Of the psycholOgical-and

instructional effeCts of media on the responsea,,Of individuals.

This particular study describes, through the analysis of eye move-

mentstheasured during the viewing of both dynamIcand static tele"-

:idsion:prese.tationg, the-perceptual analysis-Of. individUala.

:lossegsingdiffering degrees of fieldAndependence7ddpendence

reading proficiency.

In-perceiving, the individual constructs his world

both ,the features. of the stimuli before him, and the

.

ation `of .his 'own- cognitive structure.. The gaze,:.as-it-ia called



:(Mackworth and Bruner, 1970; Mackworth and Morndi,:1967).

initially. controlled. by thedisplay, but eventually becomes an".

instrument of thought. Studying erye,eye MoVements-oflield"inde-
.

:.
..

. .

pendents and field dependent individuals, and 'good versus poor
::.

readers lends-insightjnteeompariSona, if any, of developmental

shifts from global processing to highly, differentiated modes of

perception.

;Wolf (1971) and ethers (Fleming, 1969 and 1970) have supported
. -

the view that "theStudy of eye movementS.allews for an unusual -

.
. .

. v.
oppertunity for determining,the.reaction of viewers to stimuli

materialS. (Wolf, p. 113).

,
The: research carried out'here.was based on the

assumption that a child's eye fixations.reflect his

;:approach to the task and that eye movements dre,,indicativeo

:attending behavior. SUPpOrijor such an assUmptiea is well

founded in the literature Cgackworth and Bruner, 11170; Mackworth,

1967;..Guba, Wolf, deGroot, KnemeyerYVan Atta, and:Light,-1965.;

Gould,'1967, 1973; Gould andSChaffer,.1965a,-1965b; Gould and,
-

T1114 1969;' O'Bryan, 1969; O'Bryar, and BoersMa,-1971; NotOn and.
. .

Stark,'1971i,Vurpillot, 19689-: The:research performed here

investigated both indivi:Jual'difference and stimulus-related.

Characteristics while at the same time examined the interaction

between these factors. The primary objective of this

was to study by means of eye movement photography. the

research

attentional
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;processes related to the organismic variables of.field7independ-

ence-rdependenteand differing.levels of reading proficiency, and

to test whether there was an interaction between these factors and

the element of movement in the stimulus presentation.,

Eye movement research into the process of'reading has generally

found that reading proficiency varies with both the ability of-the

reader and ,the complexity of reading material (Tinker; 1947;

Taylor, 195/, 1960; COnant, 1965; Fleming, 1969; Mackworth and

Bruner, '1970,; Nodine and Lang; 1971; Edelfat, 1975; Eayner, 1975).

there is no doubt:: that eye movements can provide a way of-ob-

serving the relative effeciiveness-with which a person reads

(Taylor, 19 Without attending tathe stimuli it would be

.

very difficult to,prOce.sS.any informatiOn uhich in tnrn'benef,its:

reading operations (Mackworth, 1972). By proVidingdescriptive

0

information, this eye movement research attempted to-lend insight

into possibly different response AvailabilitieS between pOor.

:readers bound to simple decoding`; and good readers, analyzingat

higher levels up the hierarchy of Wordandletter Tenognitien

There-has not been much eye movement research as it relates

field-independence-dependence although'twiY.part-

(Conklin, Muir, and-Boersma, 1968.; and Boersmia,

Muir, Wilton, and Darhard,: 1969)havefotind differendesinsnch

scanning strategies as track length and information search.

Originally defined by Witkin ( 1954,.1962;, 1964, 1977), field



independence-dependence has been used to describe individual

differences in overcomlng embedding or potentially distradting

contexts. Field independent persons possess a more analytic

.approach to tasks, in contrasp-to:the global field approach
-

-charaCteristic of fieldidependent individualsOditkin,.1962),_

Tha.eye movement indiceschosen for this study served as a des-
.

Cription of those' behaviors which Te nOrmally-attributed to

field independent individuals while at the same time specified

the global characLeristic:3 of field dependent persons.. An

intention of this study. was to assess-the possibly embedding
)

.

nature OfLvarious televisedstimulus segments and to examine

through eye movement analysis how. embeddednesS (or

- _
ibility) may have .affected the attention of field. independent

and field dependent children. Of particular importance .to this

study was the ability of the television code variable of motion

tof-separatefigure.from ground. .A number of-arumentsforaction

on: the, screen,are found in research .(Fowles,. 1973; Rovet, 1974;

Allen, 1975).

The appeal for. research whoseiMajor_aim is to examine

stimuluj characteristics as well as person-related voriables had

motivated thisstudy.

Previous research comparing the various media as methods

presenting visualized instruction had been inconsistent in its

conclusions, althoughiit was generally acknowledged that no

Significant differences had reSUlte'in most-StudiesComparing



'the gfectrveness of two or -more visual media (Dwyer, 1973;

Jamison, Suppes,,& Wells, 1.974). Salomon (1974) suggested that

researchers must look at those variables peculiar to one medium !

A.tself.. Jheimportance of looking at.thf. "symbol system,unique

.to each medium" (p. and how it interacts'' with certain

learner characteriatic4 results in more insights concerning

individualization andand the nature' of. the medium. Looking at. the':

various forms of informatIon7representation.and how they are

operated,on by an individual is more beneficial than studying

. . ..-

.differences across the technologies themselves. Studies -of this

sort touch the heart of the issue - "the relationship between

wayAnformationAs externally represented'and how it-is internally
, .

processed" (Conway, 1970, p. 159).

Television possesses pictorial, symbolic, and verbal 'char-

acteristics (Allen, 1970). 'According to some theorists,(01son,

Olson & Bruner, 1974), the individual learner must become

. .

aware Of the code within'a symbol system
o

O

.instructions. When producing a symbbl system code for.a particular
. -

learner ibis important to take into account the possibility that

top/many irrelevant cues may -also hinder learning, Rust (in

FowlesP, 1973) reiterated
the paint that such high, appeal char-

.

,acteriatics as rhythm, rhythe,, and electronic bridgesmaybe

distracting as welloaa attention-getting.:

the medium of television, one

variable. Allen
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.a

Studies comparing action an&non-action within the medium. He also.

stressed the_necesSity of including ,individual aptitude variables
'

n research of:this Sort, and advocate4;further.inVestigition into
-t .

,thOse vatiablei dealing Faith. the' processes and how they

I ,

interact differentially toward certain media elethents.x.

.'Theappeal7forreseareh whose major aim was to examine,

stimulus characteristics as well as person-related variables

motivated this Study,

In the nature of forMative reseafth,,existing segments of the

Children s-Televicioa Workshopprogram The Electric Company were

examined by means of eye movement photography. By doingso

insights into thenatUre of the attentienal behaviors of::good and

poor readers and field indePendent.,,field dependent children were

observed in interaction with televised segments from the program.,

As well,. the. nature of the stimulus element of movement and its

resultant effect on attention Was observed.

The independent factors of reading proficiency,,fieldj.

independence-dependence, and dynamic versus static stimuli were

examined in terms of their contribution to five eye movement
ti

measures - (1) orientation timeto target or thee length, of time

taken by a subject before making a fixation on-a target area

(word or sentences) once it appears on the screen (ORIENT)

(2) percentage of figjations on target (FIXATION) (3) PercentageC
of time on target (TIME) (4) left-to-right. movements or direct4

5



tonal-; attack (1,-4R) and (5),average.lngth of fixatigp dr

. -

.fixation duratiOn on target (AVERAGE). Thesemeasurcs have-been

used in past eye movement research studies which, in being se-
,

ledted for this research were considered useful indicators Of how

.persons would interact with a stimulus presentation on the teie-'
- ,

vision screen',' (particularly one invol.vinganreading"). 'These -
.

- indices provide-information as to-=Whether and how 'an in"diyidual

is directing his eye fixations to:targets on-the screen ana"also

furnish, insight, into the effects of stimulus variables' on, eye

movements.-

7 ,-
Inslight of the literature concerning field-independence-:.

dependence ,
reading proficiency, mode of instructional present-

ation, and eye movements, the follT/ing objectives- or research-

questions were formulated: \
..- ..

insight
-- .

:1) .By means of eyemovement data, to gain more into the

reltionshiP between field-indePendence-dePendence. and reading
-,..'

proficiency.
("..% .

.4.

.

i .

.

*

2) By means of eyejuiVement research.; todeterMine the effects
, .:

of the media eleMent of.MoveMent ou'the visual patterning of good

and pOor:reades and field independent and fielddependent

individuals. .

1

By means of eye movement research., to further. investigate

differences in perception,between good and poor readers.

4) '"Utilizing eye movement research, to examine perceptual

.differences betwe'in field independent and field dependeat persons.
-,

,;



,

,The.general objective of this

410

.research study was thev

In the line of formative or ongoing field research

using eye movements as.a dependent variable, the research was
c

.performed in- order to acquire '-snore knowledge about tbd commun-
,

ication processbetien.the medium and the Individual.

It was hypothesized-that,good,readers; field independent.
.,

'individuals, and dynamic stimuli would yikld xhec,more.proficient--_

tnalytical scanning' strategies '-eAemplified by significantly

faster orientation times to print, a significantly ,greater per-

centage of fixations on the target words, a significantly larger

percentage of time on targetya significantly larger percentage

4
of directional attack on target, and significantly shorter

durations of fixation.

Method

Subiects

The subjects (Ss) were S5 third-grade pupils (42 boys, 41'

.

""r

girls).from eight elementary schoolsvin the Scarborough}, Ontario,

oardof.EduCation:-TheS'S were .chosen, according to theircOm7

prehension scores on the Gates-Macanitie albading Test, Primary C,

Form 2 (1964). The test scores were obtained- by examjhing the

individnal.record file for each grade three student in the normal

.streamstream for\each school.

ThoSe students scoring-at least one'and.ord-rralf, standar

1; deviations abOve:or below the.Borough mean reading score_ were

.1.1' 7.



respectively assigned.to good reader:and poor reader groups, The

consisted of 41 good readers (15,boys; 26 girls) with a mean

reading score of 40.82 and h,mean grade.equivalent score of 5.63,

and 44 poor. readers (27 boys, .17:girlg) with a mean reading score
-

of 10.91 and a mean graduivalent score of 1.76.

Apparatus

'A Pdlymetrics Eye Movement Recorder (Model'V-1164-1) was

used
s '

to record eye movement, patterns (EMPs) in this study.
0 .

Mackworth (1967) provided a detailed.ducription of this line-.

of-sight recording eqtiipment. Utilizing the-corneal reflection

method characteristic-of this.apparatus, a'spot of light super-

.

Imposedaover the stimulus field was produced. These eye spots

were recorded by a' video camera as the Ss viewed the stimulus

field On a nine-inch television screen housed at eye.level

approximately two felt from the sulaject..= Thee location of eye

spots was transmitted as :digital. signals' to a PDP-79 computer.

Stimulus'Materials,
.

Segments from the Children's Television Workshop program

_The Electric. Company (TEC) were used as astithillugLmaterial:_

was necessary .to ,produce a stationary presentation from the

already:existing dynamic segments in order tCLaSsessipossible

'differences in the quality of eye movements. between dynamic and
.

.
.

static modes:of presentatiOn. DOing so involved "freezing " -'the'
-,

moving segments at particular intervals, juxtaposing the frozen



bits (or. seiments) In the some-.Zirder as t!tat of the dynaMio pre-
°.-

sentation, and dubbing the identicalvoice °track over' the

resultant visuals. This method insured rPaximum content conip-

_arability between the two presentations.
..

A dynamic and a static presentation were created consisting

of seven "bits" or segments each. In the nature of formative

'research, the segments were chosen for their individual stimulus

.qualitieg . computer or electronic bi±idges, animation,

tracting versus non-distraCting field).

Procedure

- Administering the LEFT

The. Children adinin

isteredindividually Ss to assess cognitive style.

. .

-:standardized ;procedure for. administering, the test was Outlined

in the. Manual -(Wi tkin, 0 ttman; Raskin. & Karp 1971) . For th

..purposes of the carriedarried out in 'this study, a mean split

was perforMed. to divide those Ss who we're considered field

independentr`,:(F±) from those who -were

Eye moVement recording procedure.,

Subjectsentered-.the eye movement laboratory individuall5i:.

The eye movement recording .deVice was explained,' to the Ss. They

-

were told that the E was interested in monitoring their television=,

watching and, that bY-allowing the E to do So, they were cOntri-*-
0.

buting to the-betterment of 'television programs for all children.



.

The next task was to assulie that eachS was in an appropriate

and comfortable position for viewing the telev,ision_set. -The

. height of the chair was raised such that the S S. forehead would

rest comfortably on a headrest attached to the equipment.
-

°

bite-bar was utilized. td.miniiiiiaanhead,movement'd of the Ss.

Each'S:aidO-had.an,elesticizedSweatband i)laced7around_his/her

head for the sama-purpose.

0.1-106 in aprcii)er'positiOn for-watching.teleyisioni calibration

of the recording equipment took'place..

asked to loOk at four cornercdots and a

blank television screen. .The recording

To calibrate, Ss were

center dot affixed to the

equipment was then

,ap'propriately,adjusted,

I
_

Each subject vieiged'the-twO..stimulus presehtationd77dynamig
._

and static. The Order of presentation for,each S- preViously.
. .

. ...,

determined with-the aid of.a of,random numbers. Between

presentation's, each S was given'a two-minute rest.

Scoring prdeedure.

As outlihed previously, five. eye movement measures were

choien for investigating the questiOns and hypotheses.of, this

research study,._

-Before, measuring the
I

eye movements,: it was necessary to/

specify thectiterion for defining an eye spot as ait!fikaacin"
1.

for thepurposeSof this study. Taylor (19b0) points1Out,thatl
----

the.average lengthof. fixation for a third-grader is '.28 seconds

;.Y

9



(or 280 milliseconds) per eye spot.

'yacts in this experiment included children reading' at as
/: /-

-low as grade one, it was decided to establish/.10 seconds
7

milliseconds as the minimum amount of time/necessary

spot to; be considered a fixation.

for. an eye

Before analyzing the data, it was necessary to insure

validity of the measurements by eliMinating defective recordings.

Upon completing the datagathering,.the'video tapes ofeaCh.

subject's,EMPs were reviewed without knowledge of -thecharaCter-

istics of pthat articular subject. ' Those segments

calibration, as indicated by the eye spot being off the center

spot of the screen following the termination of a segment, were

,,excluded,from analysis.. This oelimination process led. to

possible situation in which for one particular subject there may

b'een only ,one or two good segments from, which- data could be

.The program used in-the final.analyses comprised.the,

necessary measures for.the handling,of.missing:data.

..Preparation of Data for Analysis'

In order to assess the eye mOvement_patterns, information o.a-

exact time and location of each target was provided as data

to the PDP9. computer; : The targets within each '-stimulus segmeht
. . .

were a word or group of words,-arid the target -field in.whicluthe,

eye movement measurements were made consisted of a four-sided.

figure surrounding these words. Targetting the dynamic segments



consisted. of either targetting Certain areas during the present:-

ation where a target letter orword would lie at a particular

point in time (e.g. Try, Dry, Shy)3 or targetting a

which whole words or sentences would appear (e.g. the Princess and

the Frog). Targetting the static segments consisted of similar

. .

rocess in which-:tne Unmoving wotda.cir letterS were tatgetted'fOr

2

their position on the screen. Targetting constituted transmitting

apulse'ftom eachCorner of a target to be. changed to

Coordinate information in the cOmputer (in the same manner as

eYespot). :bride this information became :comptliter:.data,':the

location and analysis of subject data, already.stoted on

was-..carried out on the.eye Spots:oCcurring within

target appearai'iCes: 'With tke -time and -coordinate information-
.

available within the computer, a series of programs reduced the

data in terms of the five eye movement indices of
. interest to this-

,

study,7-orientation times (irLthirtieths-Of asetond), fixations bn
, . .

. ".

target'(as.a, perdentage), time On:tatge4-a:pertentage),:

average duraiiOn..of,fi*ation (in'thirtieths:_ofa-secondand

leftto-right movement (as a percentage) ,- The-.eye move.

mentinfOrM-ation was identified and CategOrizedjor:each' segment

_ , Ez

and subject. Inthe.finalandlysis-Only data from the. stimulus

. .

first presented to-a subject (dynaMicl.-or.: statiC)-was

the dalculatiOnS,

Statistical _Treatment of Data

A regression procedure was used



1

variance model. The particular, program utilized was taken from-

-the Statistical Analysis System (Service', 1974.

The-prOgram applied the'methoa of.le,ist squares in fitting a

.linear model to the data.

T-'

The variation attributable 1to each (

the indebendentarLiables in the model (teated s classification

variables) was examined as were the interactions of these variables

on the five-dependent-or eye movement measures. Treating the
;. .

variables as ,independent of.ench other was of concern to this study.

For this reason, the partial sum of Squares was the
/ -.

variation examined. The 'data analyzed was

.

subject' classified under either the dynamic or static =condition,

gOod reader or poor reader category, and field.,

source of

that available from each

independent or field

-dependent' classiZicat.ion.

'ResultS-

4
'Regression,anaiyseSierealcUlatedjOreach.Segment(refeired

,

to,as ALL) as well as an overall analysis averaged over all segments

together (MODE-AVERAGE). To account for the possf_bility that

differences orlack.of differences in the dependeat measures could

be due to long exposure to a stimulus, a regIesSionianalysiS on

information gathered during the early'seconds of a segment'

exposuie.was executed (INIT).

4 1) Orientation Time

%MkOde,'-Average data gathered throughout the segments revealed'

.

the,only,Significant differences for this measure;: Good readers

did. orient significantly. faster 'than did poor readers (F. 5.07;'



pc..6). Significant differences were found between field

independent and ==field dependent subjects (F4.74;' PIC.05) and .

between males and females (Fim5.49; PIC.05). Field independent

subjects oriented, to tfie target words significantly faster.

Males also possessed significantly faster overall orientation

times although in' one particular'cartoonegment girls oriented

-significantly faster to the target words,(r...4.9'z; p<.05).
. .

time measures yieldedithree-way interaction andOrientation

only on averaging'data over all segments. The interaction of

CEFT x SEX varied significantly with the presentation mode

(F=4.63; pi(.05). The dynamic mode yield the shortest-orien

tdtion time for bcth field dependent boys and girls\\.

.

,

.,

. .

..
. , .

The lw:exaction of READ.x CEFT x SEX was also significant .

(F.-zi 6.30; p ..-,-ol)' . BC4'male-and female,: field, dePendent,

.'reaaers.had the shortest Mean orientation time

. .

,

.

.

. .

-,5,Mode of presentation alSo,varied significantlywit'hthe '
, .

. .
. . _ . _..

good

combination of.both,READ x CEFT (F==3.69; pc",..05) and READ x

SEX (F=5,:17;p4 {...05). horter orientation times were disco-:~1.

vered for,fielddependent, good readers in the dynamic condition

.

while female good readers'also exhibited the shortest.timesin.
the dynamic condition.

Fixation

Signifidarit differences4n percentage of,fiication on target

`.between field independent. and field dependent subjects'Weie

discovered' in one segment (F=4.07; pl;.05) where field indepen-

o

y.



dents were characterized as having more fixations on,:target.

Data for mode of presentation also confirmed the hypothesis

on another segment for bath ALL (F= 4.57; p <:oq) and INIT.

(Fr:: 6.34; p < .05) data Tile ° percentage of fixations on target

were not substantially differenct across mode's for the Other
;

segments and. averaged over the segments .1 Significant diffet...inces

did occur between male- and feinale on 'one segment (different

than the above two segments) for ALL- (Fri= 4.38; p <.05) and

(F 4.igb; p < .05) . In both cases girls fixated-on. target.

words significantly more than did boys.

One segment _uneovered. READ _x CEFT_x_ PRES .interaction

,

(ALL - F= 5.66; p < 05) with the.- ibination of poor reader x

field independent x dynamic demonst'x.ating the largest 'percentage

of fixations on target., Furthermore, two-way READ x".PRES

4.83; p < .05) led' to significant findings' when data was
-

_'averaged "fOr the segnients.,taken together and only .`on iND: dat. a.

Time

Data for two different "segments.; (one' for ALL data F. 5.75;

.05 the. other 'for INIT data. F= 5.57; < .05) resulted in

sAgnifrearirt-1:-y-different- percentages' of time --on- target -Yetween
. ,

good and, poor rekders. Both results supported" .the hypothesis

On examining Mode-Average data the hypothes--..7.; calling tor reath.ng

proficiency differences on this measure not. confirmed.

Significant differences between the dynamic and static

segments were revealed, ,for ALL data on one segment. (Fir- &.65;



14.01)...,In this particular case it was the static'.:-"rather than

dynamic presentation 'that resulted in more.Limd spent on

target words

Rode-Average data, on examining whole segments-resulted in

P

significanevale/female times (F-- 4.95; p<.05). Girls spent-a

significantly greater percentage of time on targets than did boys'.

CEFT x PRFS was significant forme segment (F= 10.08; pIC .01)

with the combinations of field-independent static and field-
,

'dependent dynamici .resulting in greater percentages of time orCH
,...,

Left-To-Right ,Directionality-(L-),R)

Significant results in in opposite direction-than that

-.predicted were found in
---,,

701-)TAsM:zell, -early data'for the

data.for.one

:revealed that -there-was-a Significantly 7.atger

-to-right movement jn the dyManic,presntation (E= 8.65; pc".01).

Average,Duration of Fixation
r.

In both ALI?data for one

and averaged:across segments (F 5.18; p(:.05) field independent

subjects possessed-larger_fixatiOn_duratIons. Early data for two
....

different segffients-showed that tie. Static as Opposed'to"the dynaMic,
A.

.

presentation did indee tead7to-larger--flxationdnratio. 6;35;

p-1C.05) in one segment; while boyt"fixatigns on target were,

significantly larger than 'girls' in another segment (F1---::6.60;'

-ALL'data on one particular cartoon segment, lead' to

. . 'Q



significant CLFT x.PAES. (F= 5.5 p< .05), and READ x PRES

(.F= 3:.83; p < .05),, interactions.

for. Mode-Average data (ALL

the shorter, fixation durations were

CEFT x PRES was'also significant.

.80-; p <..05) . ,In 'both cases

characteristic of field'

independent subjects viewing the static condition.-

Discussion

The following is an interpretation of the

relate toT.the more general research

study.

In,e1. By means of eye movl ent data, to gain more insight
L.,_!1

results as' they

objectiyes-asked of'this

into the

relationship between :field-articulation and read-ingability.

Past research has_indicated that field-independence-depen7_

dence was not closely related: to the verbal component of reading.

analysis.perforded here, there was

A

evidence to Suggest that, field-independence-dependence was related'

to the. perceptual component

,the

of-reading,proficiency (at least on

eye.tholiement. measures useeto,deSeribe:..reading proficiencT.in

'

this resea'rch). ,Altnongh" there may be communality, on other mea-''

t.t:r

surer between those leaning toward ihigh reading proficiency and''

-field independency, eye movement data in this study revealed little.

.

.evidence to eJlonstrate that-goocUreaders.:were,good-,readers

they, possessed a.field independent cognItive style. Naturally
(z-*

because

such an influence is limited to the-eye movement data in this .

NParticular study", but it,does raise the question- as to what is the

iibetween the two variables.



By means of eye movement research, to determine the effects

of the media olement Of movement on the visual patterning of

and oor readei's and field independent and field dependent..'

individuals

The media element -studied here was the dynamic versus static
0

quality of the medium of television. It had been purported_

literature with little supportive research that _the dynamic'

qualities of ,television,-were a useful aid n attracting and main-

taining attention, to the screen. Gross (1974) and Allen (1975)

believed in the essential intermation_r'relaying nature of the

code of instruction. Studying the dynamic versus 'static ,quality

was essentially an investigation into the ,code of the medium of

television.

It appears .f rpm the data thatin a rather "complex stimulus

presentation the dynamic mode, did,preve to be beneficial in

case of a few of the eye movement measures:while in anothe'r
. -

slow-paced animated segment, the static presentation lead `'to

,

time being spent on the' target words. In another segment in

.

were fotmed in a left -to-right h mannet. by.Means

mation, left-to-right scanning patterns were reinfotced.

the"

more

which

of ani-

the7visual_cueing_characteristic,of dynamism within

the-medium-of television'did not result in many significant

differences in
. ^

ovemeht

indiceS.- of- this research: The coMponent ,ef the s't1Ouli

may have diminished differences, for as Mock (1975) indicated, the



auditory channel is a very *rang' cue as-to:where to" look.
.

The general lack signiTicant findliggs in on with

presentation mode seems to negate the possibility of visual

supplantation. The results of this research suggests that move-

.

ment was not necessarily an essential aid to particular

or -fieldindePendent-dependent groupsInformation'aS to where

reading

significant. differences and interactions did in fact occur asa

result of movement or lack of it should be exploited as a means

.

instructional assistance to particular viewers.

.By.Means of eye movement research, to furtherinvestrgate.

differences irCperception between good and goer readerS.

The results. suggest that'readers ere-only. differentiated
.

presence of Tarticular.qualities of a stimulus

Rayner (1975.) and Onant (1965), believed,:it would

individUal hypothesis testing determined' eye

, --
patterns.

Questions

segment;

movement.

which come to mind asa result.

.
include the following: _Was supplantation responsible for matching

the eye movements of poor.readers with those of.good readers?

WaS it.good readers'. "sampling=' (Wiener and Cromer, 1967) of the

--terget--that'resulted in

too; hold

similar eye movements- to those of poor

:,readers. in many'instances?-' Were the stimuli not citing enough

the attention of good readers? Were some of the segments

not visuallycomplexenough to allow for differences between the
.. . ..

two 'groups ?.'Research questions such as these could be examined



by strictly_ producing segments geare&tOward such an investigation.'

The results of this eye movement study d'n not t.ippOrt-pre-

ious claims that 'good readers exhibit shorter durations of -fixes_

tion when reading. In, more cases than not, they not only paused

as long when.on.tatgetSutalso spent more tiMe:on'the

The-findings related todid poor readers. the effects of dynamic

versus static stimuli also seem to weaken the supplantation argu

ment as it relates to readers. -

results of this study\`point',toward stimulus-zspecific

qualities of particular segments' thetresulted nany.;_differences

between the two -reader groupsdFurther analysis into isolated

elements of these segments would yield information as, to the

:.pbssibIe-ocCurrence ofComMOn element's that.diffetentiatedthe-

grOups:. Knowledge such as this would henseful to
.

instrubtioual

media,designers.
/

4i7flit:lizing eye movement research to-examineYthe.percepttiaL:

differences between field independent and field dependent persons.

Similar to the results related to reading proficiency, there

ted rather segment-specific eye moVement,differences invol-

.ving field=independence7dependence.. In.:One-particular segment and

fOr Node-AVerage data, field dependentsdid pause'significantly

-1Ongetwhea'ontarget as they made an attempt to deCode the words'.:.

tive

tesnits were supportedin the literature'by claims of

delaY.andthe global field dependent style of processing,

While the shorter duratiorls were more aracteristic of the focusing-
.



n analytic mode field independent individuals.

Tht question arises here as to whether the lack of

differences is caused by individual or stimulus properties. Are

'qualities of,the siimulus'ssUpplanting operations for field

D dependents .or boring field independents? Are the stimuli nots_

embedding enough to differentiate between the. grouUs.

The shorter .duratiOnt of fixatio' involving fieId-.independent r

subjects .(at_ least for one segment and for Node-Average data) seem

o support a field independept sampiing.process'that suggests

that, characteristic to their style of processing information, field

independent t-indiViduals spend time comparing target with non target
. -

areas as they attempt:to find meaninirinTa-stimulus cOMplex.

It appearsfroM-this study-that the task and-its inherent

qualities were whatmade light of the cognitive style differences

elements it one direction'where future.research-eould take aim.

individuals possessed. Further study these.dtimulus-specific

! y

Future Research

-
Of the questions pOsed by this research, the one which stands

,

out is that which asks whether eye Movements are:stimulus or

person-specific. The research performed here insight into

.
--:the-problem as main effects and interactions were examined. -ine

. . .

dac:a Indicates thatiindividuaLqualieies of each segment. played

large part in where the subjeCts were loOking:--:4urther studycf'-
"

thtse stimnius-tpecifie elements is one direction where future

research could take aim. As 01s0(1974)-and others suggested;
O



we must "res'earith'in. depth the. coder or syhtax o 1: particular medium.

More
,

knoialelige. should be ascertained as to the effects pf 'specific
-

cueing devices
9

particularly auditory -cues . Research comparing.

, :,,eliminating the Voice-over, woulrno S. doubt yield worthwhile
.- . . .-

in.forMations to .the.effects' of the visual;,:effes. The aUditbry

component-way hamp been' the ;stile channel. from. where some of tha

josubjeCts rec6ived. informatiori that . assisted them in,

the
.

From :the -resiats of ` this staidy, it; appeared: that sin more cases.,:;;'

than not the dynamie 'stimulus ,:did not4iiake: a difference'. in -She eye

movements: ans4yrikOtic levelwasriea-ched. where the...dynamic

stimulus.; did riot serve as a cueing aid ;:-What. wap , that level ?.:. Further.
-

re'searc ought ,:'to concern : itself with such a questiot-In oher;,

words was:: there'a le-1:741,at which d5sromislii ceased tobe beneficial.

' and became -an: j.fiformation prodessing hindrance?
- IV 3-Furthef study of EMPs as.they relate to cognitive 'style variables

--.. ought to be= Performed. Resultant information would be useful to

instructional' designers and those "'researchers etplering 'the. area o

cognitiv& style; Other. orgahismic variables Including amci8ty,

stage -044emeickprilfont (a la Piagep.Or, Beuner) , or- lociis .of control ,

could be included in

AlthOugh many. s`tudies exist in this area, complete informatiOn

concerning eye movements and readir has not_ been totally uncovered.
. .

Rocent research :(ilitrani, in Edelfat 10.5) has suggested that goodq,i
readers. "read" during. saceadie7 Dis. Infordiation such as this- is

..



. .

useful in interpreting results although further exploration

,--

needed in this area to substantiate his. findings.

- Not specifically compared, vaving-reSults- were acquired

.
.

between ALL and INIT data. What happened to-the attention.of

- .

.subjects.as, they viewed a segment oyertime was".a:factor that

be- taken into consideration when studying individual differences.

and different modes of instructional Further:.

research.intothemopt:beneficial length of tifliepfor theexpurode

C73, medium and organismic variables ought to be investigated further.

stimulus,wesentation.ought.to be-investigatediceepin&
:

attentional factora:and Pacingof a segment in mind.

Finally, sex" differences as they. relate,tp eye movements, the

.

ThiastUdy lixodUced-some7interedting main.. and interaCtive.sex=:-

.-related[effectS, However;: iiwas one of 'the feW EM,StUdies..toThaVe:

done so: Many'3FianIsmie variablea have.been correlated with sex,

(but it is rare -to' find an EM study which not. only: differentiated the

behaNers of males and females:', but also correlated-these

`ELIPslwith other.measures.,

Educational Implications
%.-

Tiplications resulting from V1 data surrounding. organismic

variable's as they'stand alone And in interaction with other' factorsr
)

related to th% medium of television. are udeful'to those involved in

instructional design.-' Application of theory into practice need not

be madesolely to the mediumof television, but can also,be, applied-

to other meehods'of.coMmunieation:Uncluding the teacher). that are



available in the teaching-Ilearning .envi ronmcnt. Knowing tha,t

qualities of a stimulus field'Inay evoke certain EM responses in in-
.

dividuals, with a further investigation into the elements of these
. .

stimuli, instructional packages can not only be designed so as to

take advantage ofthese attention-getting and maintaining devices,

but can also be paced according to the perceptual style of infor-
-

mation processors. Although ityas found that the dynamic mode

produced positive effects for some individuals while-negative results
. .

for others, .generally there were nosignificant differences'dueto

mode. 'Information Such as this is useful to those who have only

.

looked at'movement on, the screen as a positive characteristic of the

medium. Instructional

might best be produced

devices.

materialsdesigned:for certain individuals

.1 -I

avoiding w)at may prove,, to be hindering

As the National Institute for EducatiOn Report. (Gibbon et al,._

I

1974) suggested, EM studies are a useful "real-time' indicator of the

perceptual procesdes of certain individuals. Eye movement studies r

allow one'to study the style Of individual processors and to invet:-.

tigate, as in this study, the effects of these styles under the

influence of certain environmental factors. There.are few' dependent

variables thatcan producesiiCh useful information as it relates to

individualHdiffeiences-' Individuals differenoes are a, Major:concern

to educators as they investigate "person" sualities interacting with

various environments and instructional methods Knowledge-of Infort-

.mation processing skill gained from EM studies is.usefulto.teachers



-

and .producers of instructional television who set ult. teaching-learning

environments while keeping in mind an instructiOnal pace suitable to
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